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Planar laser-induced fluorescence~PLIF! measurements were made to determine two-dimensional
spatial maps of CF2 density as a chemical marker of plasma uniformity in 9% O2/91% CF4

chamber-cleaning plasmas. Broadband optical emission and discharge current and voltage
measurements were also made and compared to the PLIF results. Measurements were made in a
capacitively coupled Gaseous Electronics Conference Reference Cell as pressure was varied from
13 ~100 mTorr! to 133 Pa~1000 mTorr! and electrode gap was varied from 2.25 to 0.5 cm. Smaller
gaps resulted in increased radial uniformity and extended the pressure range over which CF2 density
and electrical properties remain insensitive to pressure. These effects are explained by a decrease in
the bulk plasma resistance at narrower electrode gaps, which changes the path that rf current takes
through the discharge, thus affecting where electron heating and CF2 production occur. These results
provide insight into the optimization of chamber-cleaning processes and reactors as well as provide
necessary data for validation of plasma simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluorocarbon plasmas are widely used by the semic
ductor industry forin situ cleaning of deposition chamber
and for plasma etching of dielectrics. To reduce operat
costs and environmentally harmful emissions, these plas
must be optimized for efficient gas utilization, fast cleani
or etch rates, and desired spatial characteristics. Since sp
variations in cleaning rates on different reactor surfaces
likely related to spatial variations in reactive gas phase s
cies in the plasma, understanding the effect of factors suc
pressure, plasma electrical characteristics, and electrode
size on the reactive species spatial characteristics would
in the optimization of these plasmas.

To investigate the behavior of the spatial distribution
reactive species in the plasma, a series of experiments1,2 was
initiated in which O2 /CF4 and O2 /C2F6 chamber-cleaning
plasmas were studied in the capacitively coupled Gase
Electronics Conference~GEC! Reference Cell. In each of th
studies, planar laser-induced fluorescence~PLIF! was used to
measure the two-dimensional~2D! density distribution of the
CF2 radical as a chemical marker of plasma uniformity. C2

is an important reactive species in fluorocarbon etching p
mas and has been the focus of many recent experime
studies.1–10 As discussed in detail in Ref. 4 and referenc
therein, CF2 has long been known to be correlated with t
formation of the fluorocarbon polymer layer which enab
selective etching of oxide layers over silicon. Recent exp
mental work4 suggests that this occurs by gas-phase con
enation of CF2 to form higher molecular weight molecule
which subsequently deposit. The PLIF technique allows
entire 2D map of the CF2 density to be collected simulta
neously, eliminating the need for multiple point measu

a!Electronic mail: kristen.steffens@nist.gov
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ments. In addition to the PLIF measurements, broadb
plasma emission images were collected. Plasma emission
curs when electron impact dissociation and electronic e
tation of species in the plasma results in electronically
cited molecular fragments and atoms which subseque
emit. The lifetimes of many of the created excited state fr
ments are very short (6163 ns~Ref. 11! for CF2 A 1B1 ~0, 0,
0! and 26.761.8 ns ~Ref. 12! for CF A 2S1, v850) such
that the fragments emit before they have a chance to tr
away from the region in which they were created. Thus,
spatial distribution of the emission intensity indicates whe
reactive species, including CF2, are created in the plasma
Discharge current and voltage measurements were also m
to determine plasma electrical characteristics, includ
plasma impedances and the magnitude and paths of rf cu
flow through the plasma. These measurements are nece
both to characterize the state of the plasma as well a
provide an understanding of the optical results. Measu
ments of rf current flow and optical emission intensity we
particularly closely related, because the mechanisms13 that
heat electrons, making emission possible, depend on the
rent density.

In the initial set of experiments,1 the pressure dependenc
of PLIF data was studied and found to be correlated to o
cal emission and electrical measurements. These result
to an investigation2 of whether the spatial distribution of CF2

could be changed by controlling the flow of current throu
the plasma by means of a variable impedance load conne
between the nonpowered electrode and ground. In so
commercial reactors, however, the electrode gap is sig
cantly smaller than the gap in the GEC cell used in previo
work. To study how a reduction of the electrode gap affe
plasma spatial and electrical properties, we performed
experiments presented here, in which we measured PLI
2413Õ21„1…Õ241Õ10Õ$19.00
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CF2, broadband optical emission, and electrical propertie
O2 /CF4 discharges with varying electrode gaps and vary
pressures. Correlations between the PLIF, optical emiss
and electrical data are noted and discussed. We also pre
simple analytic models for the electrical impedance of
plasma and its sheaths which provide qualitative expla
tions of and predictions for the gap dependence and pres
dependence of plasma spatial and electrical properties.

II. EXPERIMENT

Experiments were conducted in 9% O2/91% CF4

chamber-cleaning plasmas at pressures varying from 1
133 Pa~100 to 1000 mTorr! and a total gas flow rate of 8.
standard cubic centimeters per minute in a GEC refere
cell.14 This stainless-steel, parallel-plate, capacitive
coupled, rf discharge reactor is equipped with quartz w
dows and 10.2 cm diameter, water-cooled, aluminum e
trodes separated by a gap of 2.25 cm. Each electrode is
rounded by an aluminum oxide insulator and a stainless-s
ground shield. The electrodes are not movable, so the e
trode gap was varied by placing anodized aluminum disk
various heights on the lower electrode, as shown in Fig
Because the anodized disks lack a ground shield,
grounded the lower electrode and powered the upper e
trode, unlike in previous studies where the lower electro
was powered.1,2 The upper electrode was powered by a 13
MHz power supply, coupled through a matching network
current probe and a voltage probe were attached to the i
power lead. Probes were also mounted on the copper
that grounded the lower electrode to the exterior of the c
Using procedures described previously,15 the stray imped-
ance of the cell was characterized. This characterization
lows us to determine the current and voltage at the e
trodes, the plasma impedance, and the plasma power, i.e
power delivered to the discharge itself, excluding all exter
power losses. Measurements were made at 30 W of pla

FIG. 1. Experimental schematic of GEC reactor, including spacer disk, e
trical probes, and PLIF apparatus.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2003
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power, which corresponds to a power density which is co
parable to industrial reactors operated at hundreds of w
because of the larger size of industrial reactors and the
that external losses are usually not taken into account.

The PLIF technique has been discussed in de
previously.1,16 The 266 nm laser beam from a quadrupl
Nd:YAG laser was expanded using cylindrical optics into
vertical laser sheet approximately 2.5 cm tall and 0.5
thick. The laser sheet passes through the plasma, exciting
CF2 radicals from theX ~0, 1, 0! ground electronic state to
theA ~0, 2, 0! excited electronic state. The laser-excited C2

fluoresces primarily to theX ~0, 0-20, 0! states,11 emitting
light between 250 nm and 400 nm. The fluorescence betw
300 and 400 nm was imaged normal to the laser sheet, u
an intensified charge-coupled device~ICCD! camera with a
105 mm,f /4.5 ultraviolet lens. Colored glass filters reduc
broadband plasma emission and blocked the scattered
light. For each image, up to 1050 laser shots were avera
In PLIF, the image is not line-of-sight integrated, becau
only the CF2 in the plane of the laser sheet is excited a
detected. The spatial resolution was determined by the
mm laser sheet thickness and the 0.2 mm30.2 mm imaged
dimensions of the camera pixels.

Broadband, spontaneous plasma emission from mult
species between 300 and 400 nm was measured unde
same conditions as for PLIF but with the laser blocked. T
emission images were subtracted from each PLIF image
fore the PLIF images were normalized for spatial variatio
and drift in the laser intensity, as described previously.1 In
addition, a uniform field correction16 was applied to the im-
ages to normalize for any slight variations in collection ef
ciency across the ICCD. Care was taken to operate un
conditions where the CF2 PLIF intensity is proportional to
the ground electronic state CF2 density, as discusse
previously.1 We verified that collisional quenching does n
affect the fluorescence intensity yield, and we used low la
intensities to keep the CF2 PLIF signal in the linear regime
Uncertainty in the image-integrated PLIF due to random
ror is estimated to be66%. Systematic errors could arise du
to temperature variations which would cause changes
PLIF intensity due to changes in ground-state rotational
vibrational population distributions, as discussed in de
previously.1 A weak increase in gas temperature with incre
ing pressure has been observed in similar plasmas,17 which
would result in a small apparent increase in CF2 density.
However, under the constant power conditions in this stu
effects on these PLIF measurements due to tempera
variations are believed to be minor and should be similar
all gaps.

The optical detection for the PLIF is arranged so th
with the full electrode gap of 2.25 cm, there is no vignetti
of the fluorescence optical collection volume. Howev
when the aluminum disks are used to reduce the gap, s
optical paths between the plane of the laser sheet and
ICCD lens are obscured. To determine how this affects
CF2 PLIF images, PLIF was performed on acetone gas
technique which has been utilized for flow visualization.18,19

c-
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The acetone was seeded at 1.7% by volume in air and flo
through the cell at 46.7 kPa~350 Torr! total cell pressure,
with no plasma ignited. The acetone was excited with
266 nm laser sheet, and detected via the ICCD camera
tween 350 and 400 nm. For gaps of 2.25 cm, 1.5 cm, and
cm, fluorescence collection problems were minor; the C2

density within 0.5 mm of the upper electrode and 1 mm t
mm of the lower electrode surfaces may be reduced du
shadowing of the electrodes. Because errors were so s
and dividing by the acetone images introduces noise, the2
PLIF images for these gaps were not corrected. For the
of the smallest gap~0.5 cm!, the acetone PLIF images ind
cated that corrections to the CF2 fluorescence intensity of up
to 25% were necessary. Thus, the images for the 0.5 cm
were divided by the normalized acetone images. The ap
cation of this correction introduces up to an estimated ad
tional 610% error on the overall magnitude of the 0.5 c
gap PLIF intensity.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Planar laser-induced fluorescence results

CF2 PLIF results at selected pressures are shown in F
2, 3, 4, and 5 for electrode gaps of 2.25 cm, 1.5 cm, 1.0
and 0.5 cm, respectively. Each image shows a vertical c
section through half of the plasma, with the radial center
the reactor located on the left-hand side and the outer edg
the electrodes located on the right-hand side. Bold lines n
the top and bottom of each image indicate the outlines of
upper and lower electrodes and the insulator and gro
shield of the upper electrode. PLIF measurements of the2
density are plotted using contour lines. All PLIF contour v
ues in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are normalized to the same in
sity scale~in arbitrary units!.

In Fig. 2, the full electrode gap of 2.25 cm is shown for
Pa ~400 mTorr!, 93 Pa ~700 mTorr!, and 133 Pa~1000
mTorr!. In this case, no disks were necessary to narrow
gap, and the only difference between these images and
vious results1 is that the upper electrode is now power
instead of the lower electrode. As discussed previous1

three types of behavior are observed. At low pressures
shown in Fig. 2~a!, the CF2 density has a broad peak near t
edge of the powered electrode. At intermediate pressure
in Fig. 2~b!, the CF2 density is more confined to the regio
between the electrodes, is more radially uniform, and
value at the radial center is higher than at lower pressures
high pressures such as in Fig. 2~c!, however, the CF2 inten-
sity near the radial center decreases with pressure, and a
sharp maximum in CF2 appears near the edge of the power
electrode. The different behaviors seen at different press
in Fig. 2 are largely caused by changes in how and wh
CF2 is created in the discharge.1 Such changes are correlate
to and explained by optical emission and electrical meas
ments, which will be discussed in detail in Secs. III B a
III C below.

The CF2 PLIF images shown in Fig. 3 for an electrod
gap of 1.5 cm are similar to those for the 2.25 cm gap. At
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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lowest pressure, 27 Pa~200 mTorr!, shown in Fig. 3~a!, the
CF2 distribution is quite similar to that of Fig. 2~a!. Further-
more, as the pressure in Fig. 3 increases, the maximum
CF2 density moves radially inward, the distribution becom
more radially uniform, and the CF2 density at the radial cen
ter increases, as in Fig. 2~b!. In Fig. 3, however, the highes
values of CF2 density at the radial center and the maximu
radial uniformity occur at 107 Pa~800 mTorr!, whereas in
Fig. 2 they occur at 93 Pa~700 mTorr!. At 133 Pa~1000
mTorr!, in Fig. 3~e!, the CF2 density in the center of the
plasma decreases slightly, but, unlike Fig. 2~c!, no maximum
in the CF2 density is observed near the edge of the powe
electrode. In this respect, the effect of narrowing the g
from 2.25 to 1.5 cm is similar to that observed when the
power is increased or the gas mixture is made less electr
gative. Any of these changes will act to prevent the form
tion of the sharp maximum in CF2 density near the electrod
edge, or postpone its formation to higher pressures.1

In Fig. 4, the CF2 density maps for the 1.0 cm gap sho
a similar trend; the peak in CF2 density at the center of the
plasma and the maximum radial uniformity occur at a s

FIG. 2. CF2 PLIF contour maps in a 30 W, 9% O2/91% CF4 plasma with a
gap of 2.25 cm at pressures of~a! 53 Pa~400 mTorr!, ~b! 93 Pa~700 mTorr!,
and ~c! 133 Pa~1000 mTorr!. Outlines of the upper~powered! and lower
~grounded! electrodes are shown. Each contour map displays half of
plasma, such that the left-hand side of the map shows the plasma cente
the right-hand side shows the electrode edge. All PLIF contour value
Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 are normalized to the same intensity scale~in arbitrary
units!.
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higher pressure of 120 Pa~900 mTorr!, shown in Fig. 4~e!.
At high pressures, no maximum in CF2 density near the elec
trode edge is observed. Indeed, in Fig. 4, there is very l
change between 107 Pa~800 mTorr! and 133 Pa~1000
mTorr!, as shown in Figs. 4~d!–4~f!. Thus, narrowing the
electrode gap from 2.25 cm to 1.0 cm causes the plasm
be less sensitive to changes in pressure, for pressures in
range.

The CF2 PLIF images for the 0.5 cm electrode gap, sho
in Fig. 5, display somewhat different behavior than the d
for previous gaps. At the lower pressures of 40 Pa and 53
~300 mTorr and 400 mTorr!, as show in Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!,
the CF2 density does show a maximum near the outer e
of the powered electrode, similar to the previous gaps. H
ever, for this gap, the spatial distribution of CF2 remains very
similar in the bulk of the plasma for the entire pressure ra
from 53 to 133 Pa~400 to 1000 mTorr!. In this region, the
CF2 density is fairly radially uniform, but not as uniform a
was observed for previous gaps, and the CF2 also shows a

FIG. 3. CF2 PLIF contour maps in a 30 W, 9% O2 /CF4 plasma with a gap of
1.5 cm at pressures of~a! 27 Pa~200 mTorr!, ~b! 53 Pa~400 mTorr!, ~c! 80
Pa ~600 mTorr!, ~d! 107 Pa~800 mTorr!, and~e! 133 Pa~1000 mTorr!.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2003
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small decrease in density with increasing pressure.
In all of the images, we observe a decreasing gradien

CF2 density near the electrode surfaces. This indicates
the electrode surfaces act as a sink for CF2 . Additional evi-
dence for the surface loss of CF2 will be given next in Sec.
III C.

B. Broadband optical emission

Whereas the CF2 PLIF measurements detect CF2 in its
electronic ground state, the emission images indicate wh
hot electrons create electronically excited atoms and radic
including CF2, as discussed in Sec. I. Care must be tak
when interpreting the emission images, which~unlike the
PLIF images! are line-of-sight integrated. The camera is f
cused on a vertical plane which slices through the middle
the plasma, but emission is also collected both in front of a
behind this plane. Thus, in Figs. 6 and 7, the emission aR
50 is not necessarily from the radial center; rather, it
cludes contributions from other radii along the line of sig

FIG. 4. CF2 PLIF contour maps in a 30 W, 9% O2 /CF4 plasma with a gap of
1.0 cm at pressures of~a! 27 Pa~200 mTorr!, ~b! 53 Pa~400 mTorr!, ~c! 80
Pa~600 mTorr!, ~d! 107 Pa~800 mTorr!, ~e! 120 Pa~900 mTorr!, and~f! 133
Pa ~1000 mTorr!.
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This effect, discussed further in Ref. 1, does not, howe
alter any of the conclusions made about the emission
presented next.

Figure 6 shows contour maps of broadband optical em
sion intensity~collected from 300 to 400 nm! at 53 Pa~400
mTorr! as a function of pressure, for the full electrode gap
2.25 cm. The results are similar to a previous study1 except
that, here, the upper electrode is powered, not the lower.
all pressures, emission occurs primarily near the powe
upper electrode and the lower grounded electrode, with
emission occurring in the bulk regions. At 53 Pa~400
mTorr!, the maximum emission intensity is observed near
edge of the upper electrode. At 93 Pa~700 mTorr!, a long
narrow region of high emission intensity is observed alo
nearly the whole length of the upper electrode, and an a
tional maximum is observed at the radial center of the low
electrode. At 133 Pa~1 Torr!, three maxima are observed: A
the edge and center of the upper electrode as well as
center of the lower electrode.

CF2 created predominantly in the regions of high em
sion intensity seen in Fig. 6 diffuses some distance aw
producing the CF2 distributions shown in Fig. 2. At 53 P
~400 mTorr!, CF2 generated near the edge of the upper el
trode diffuses several centimeters away, forming the toroid
shaped distribution of Fig. 2~a!. At 93 Pa~700 mTorr!, CF2

generated over a broad range of radii and near either e
trode diffuses into the gap to form the distribution of Fi
2~b!, which is rather uniform in the radial and axial dire
tions. As can also be seen in Fig. 2~b!, the CF2 decreases
near the electrode surfaces, indicating that surface reac
form an important loss mechanism for CF2 under these con
ditions. At 133 Pa~1 Torr!, CF2 is not able to diffuse as far a
at lower pressures, so the CF2 generated near both the edg
and the center of the electrodes form two separate region

FIG. 5. CF2 PLIF contour maps in a 30 W, 9% O2 /CF4 plasma with a gap of
0.5 cm at pressures of~a! 40 Pa~300 mTorr!, ~b! 53 Pa~400 mTorr!, ~c! 80
Pa ~600 mTorr!, ~d! 107 Pa~800 mTorr!, and~e! 133 Pa~1000 mTorr!.
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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high CF2 density, shown in Fig. 2~c!, rather than merging
into a single region.

Figure 7 shows emission results from the 1.0 cm gap. T
results are very similar to Fig. 6, except that, at 133 Pa~1
Torr!, the strong emission maximum near the edge of
powered electrode in Fig. 6~c! does not appear in Fig. 7~c!.
Emission results from the 1.5 cm and 0.5 cm gaps w
similar—they also showed no maximum near the electro
edge at 133 Pa~1 Torr!. The elimination of the emission
feature implies that much less CF2 is created near the edge o
the powered electrode. Consequently, less CF2 is observed
near the electrode edge in Figs. 3~e!, 4~f!, and 5~e!, compared
to Fig. 2~c!. A mechanism that explains how the smaller ga
eliminate this edge emission at high pressures is given n
in Sec. III C.

C. rf current measurements

In previous studies in the GEC reference cell, PLIF, a
optical emission results were found to be correlated w
electrical measurements.1,2,20,21Measurements of the rf cur

FIG. 6. Broadband emission contour maps in a 30 W, 9% O2 /CF4 plasma
with a gap of 2.25 cm at pressures of~a! 53 Pa~400 mTorr!, ~b! 93 Pa~700
mTorr!, and ~c! 133 Pa~1000 mTorr!. The electrodes are not shown. Th
lower electrode is at axial position50 cm, and the upper electrode is at axi
position52.25 cm. All emission contour values in Figs. 6 and 7 are norm
ized to the same intensity scale~in arbitrary units, independent of the PLIF
intensity scale!.
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rent were particularly closely correlated. Such correlatio
can be explained as follows. The rf current flowing from t
powered electrode into the plasma can flow out of the plas
by several different paths. It may flow directly across the g
to the grounded electrode or it may flow radially outward
the ground shield of either electrode or to the wall of t
vacuum chamber. If the path taken by the rf current chan
the locations in the discharge where rf power is absorbed
also change. Electrons are heated by the rf power, and s
of them gain enough energy to exceed the thresholds
electron impact dissociation and electronic excitation. T
spatial distribution of the energetic electrons, and of spe
produced by collisions with these electrons, will therefo
vary depending on the path taken by the rf current.

To quantify the relative importance of different curre
paths, we use the parameteruI geu/uI peu, the ratio of the fun-
damental~i.e., 13.56 MHz! magnitudes of the current at th
grounded and powered electrodes. As shown in Fig. 8~a!,
uI geu/uI peu varies widely with conditions, ranging from 0.34 t
0.96. In other words, 34% to 96% of the total current flo
directly across the gap between the two electrodes, with
remainder of the current flowing outward to the grou
shields of either electrode or the vacuum chamber wall.
might be expected,uI geu/uI peu increases with decreasing ga
The current path directly from one electrode to the ot
becomes more favorable to current flow as the gap betw
them becomes shorter. The length of each current path is
the only consideration, however. The current flow betwe
two surfaces will depend on their surface areas as wel
their separation. Thus, the current path from the edge of
powered electrode directly to its ground shield is very sh
but it also has a relatively small surface area associated
it, so it will not necessarily be the dominant path.

FIG. 7. Broadband emission contour maps in a 30 W, 9% O2 /CF4 plasma
with a gap of 1.0 cm at pressures of~a! 53 Pa~400 mTorr!, ~b! 107 Pa~800
mTorr!, ~c! 133 Pa~1000 mTorr!. The electrodes are not shown. The low
electrode is at axial position50 cm, and the upper electrode is at axi
position51.0 cm.
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2003
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The lowest values ofuI geu/uI peu are observed at the lowes
pressures. At such pressures, the plasma is not confine
the gap between the electrodes; it extends out toward
chamber wall. Consequently, a large fraction of the rf curr
can flow out to remote surfaces, and only a relatively sm
fraction flows to the grounded electrode, because under th
conditions where impedance is dominated by the capaci
impedance of the sheath, discussed below in Sec. III D,
magnitude of the current flow to a surface is proportional
the surface area. As the pressure increases up to around
~700 mTorr!, the bulk plasma resistive impedance increa
and reduces current flow to the more remote surfaces,
the plasma becomes more confined to the gap between
electrodes. Consequently,uI geu/uI peu increases with pressur
in this range. For the full gap~2.25 cm! uI geu/uI peu reaches a
maximum at 93 Pa~700 mTorr! and then starts to declin
with pressure. Presumably, as the pressure increases a
93 Pa ~700 mTorr!, the bulk plasma resistive impedanc

FIG. 8. Plots vs pressure for~a! I ge/I pe, the ratio of the fundamental~13.56
MHz! amplitudes of the current at the ground electrode and the powe
electrode. The uncertainty inI ge/I pe, obtained by propagating the measur
ment uncertainty of the oscilloscope and its probes, is60.04.~b! CF2 PLIF
integrated axially between the electrode surfaces and radially from 0.0 c
0.2 cm. Uncertainty in the PLIF measurements are discussed in Sec. I
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dominates, and an increasing fraction of the rf current ta
the very short path from the edge of the powered electr
directly to its ground shield, giving rise to the maxima
optical emission intensity and CF2 density observed in tha
vicinity in Figs. 2~c! and 6~c!. In contrast, for the three
smaller gaps,uI geu/uI peu is more or less constant above 93
~700 mTorr!, ranging from roughly 85% for the 1.5 cm ga
to 95% for the 0.5 cm gap. Apparently, by making the g
less than 2.25 cm, we prevent current from taking the v
short path from the edge of the powered electrode to
ground shield. Consequently, the maxima in emission int
sity and CF2 density near the electrode edge in Figs. 2~c! and
6~c! are not observed for the 0.5 cm to 1.5 cm gaps.

For comparison withuI geu/uI peu, the CF2 PLIF intensity
has been integrated axially between the electrode surf
and radially from 0.0 to 0.2 cm for each image and is plot
versus pressure in Fig. 8~b!. At low pressures, the CF2 den-
sity at the radial center increases with pressure, simila
uI geu/uI peu. This is presumably due to an increase in the g
eration of CF2 at the radial center which accompanies t
increase inuI geu/uI peu. The pressure dependence at high pr
sures is also similar in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. For the 2.25 cm
gap, bothuI geu/uI peu and the CF2 at the radial center decreas
when the pressure is increased above 93 Pa~700 mTorr!. For
the other gaps, bothuI geu/uI peu and the CF2 at the radial center
are relatively independent of pressure. The dependenc
electrode gap, however, differs in Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!. Unlike
uI geu/uI peu, which increases with decreasing gap, the CF2 at
the radial center generally decreases as the gap is narro
except at the lower pressures for the smallest gaps. This
crease is consistent with the electrode surfaces acting as
for CF2 ; as the gap decreases from 2.25 to 0.5 cm, the r
of the area of the electrodes to the volume of the gap
creases by a factor of 4.5, which should greatly increase
importance of surface losses. The CF2 density depends on
the mechanisms by which it is destroyed as well as
mechanisms by which it is created, whereasuI geu/uI peu is
closely correlated to the latter mechanisms, but not
former.

D. Electrical impedance analysis

A better understanding of whyuI geu/uI peu behaves as it
does in Fig. 8~a! can be obtained by considering the elect
cal impedance of the different current paths through the
charge. The impedance of the current path that passe
rectly from the powered electrode through the gap to
grounded electrode is

Zgap5Vpe/I ge, ~1!

whereVpe is the fundamental component of the voltage at
powered electrode. Current paths that pass from the pow
electrode to all other surfaces, e.g., to the chamber wa
either ground shield, have a combined impedance

Zedge5Vpe/~ I pe2I ge!. ~2!
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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BecauseZgapandZedgeare in parallel, their combined imped
ance, (Zgap

211Zedge
21 )21, will be dominated by whichever is

smaller. A decrease inZgap relative toZedgeforces more cur-
rent to flow across the gap.

The magnitudes ofZgap andZedge, uZgapu and uZedgeu, are
plotted in Fig. 9. In Fig. 9~a!, uZedgeu is seen to be relatively
insensitive to pressure and electrode gap. In contrast, in
9~b!, uZgapu shows a strong dependence on pressure and
As might be expected,uZgapu is smaller for smaller gaps. Th
pressure dependence is more complicated. Starting at
pressures,uZgapu falls with pressure, reaches a minimum ne
80 Pa~600 mTorr! and then increases with pressure. The
changes inuZgapu are mirrored in theuI geu/uI peu data in Fig.
8~a!. The decrease inuZgapu from 13 Pa to 80 Pa~100 to 600
mTorr! coincides with an increase inuI geu/uI peu. The rapid
increase inuZgapu from 80 to 133 Pa~600 to 1000 mTorr! for
the 2.25 cm gap coincides with a decrease inuI geu/uI peu. The
decrease inuZgapu for decreasing electrode gap coincides w

FIG. 9. Plots vs pressure for the magnitude of~a! the combined impedance
of the current paths that pass from the powered electrode to all surf
other than the grounded electrode,uZedgeu, and ~b! the impedance of the
current path that passes directly from the powered electrode through the
to the grounded electrode,uZgapu. The uncertainty obtained by propagatin
the measurement uncertainty of the oscilloscope and its probes, is typi
610% for Zgap and615% for Zedge.
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an increase inuI geu/uI peu. Thus, for the conditions studie
here, changes inuI geu/uI peu are determined primarily by
changes in the gap impedance, rather than the edge im
ance.

The complicated pressure dependence ofZgap arises be-
cause it is the sum of two components: A largely resist
impedance associated with the plasma itself in series wi
largely capacitive impedance contributed by the plas
sheaths. Although in general, the sheaths may also contri
a resistance15,22,23 and the plasma may also contribute c
pacitive and inductive impedances,21 the effects of these el
ements are usually quite minor. If these minor elements
neglected, the resistive impedance of the plasma and the
pacitive impedance of the sheath can be obtained directl
the real and imaginary parts ofZgap, respectively:

Re~Zgap!5uZgapucosfgap, ~3!

and

Im~Zgap!5uZgapusinfgap, ~4!

wherefgap is the phase ofZgap, i.e., the phase ofVpe relative
to I ge.

Values of Re(Zgap) and Im(Zgap) are shown in Fig. 10~a!.
There, Re(Zgap) is positive, and it increases with increasin
pressure and larger electrode gaps. In contrast, Im(Zgap) is
negative, which indicates that the sheath impedance is ind
capacitive rather than inductive. Starting at low pressu
Im(Zgap) becomes less negative with increasing pressure,
then it becomes pressure independent. Because the pl
impedance and sheath impedance are in series, the m
tude of the total impedance,

uZgapu5$@Re~Zgap!#
21@ Im~Zgap!#

2%1/2, ~5!

will be dominated by whichever has the larger magnitude
low pressures,u Im(Zgap)u@uRe(Zgap)u, so the capacitive im-
pedance is dominant,uZgapu'2Im(Zgap), anduZgapu therefore
decreases with pressure. In contrast, at high pressures~and
large gaps!, uRe(Zgap)u@uIm(Zgap)u, so the resistive imped
ance is dominant,uZgapu'Re(Zgap), and uZgapu therefore in-
creases with pressure. The minimum inuZgapu occurs at in-
termediate pressures, around 80 Pa~600 mTorr!, where
Re(Zgap) and Im(Zgap) have comparable magnitudes.

Many features of the plots in Fig. 10~a! are predicted by
simple models of the plasma resistance and sheath im
ance. For example, if one assumes that a uniform plasm
electron densityne and electron collision frequencyne fills
the entire gap between the electrodes, one obtains a pla
resistance21

Rp5meneL/~nee
2A!, ~6!

whereme ande are the mass and charge of an electron,L is
the electrode gap, andA is the electrode area. Becausene is
directly proportional to pressure, Eq.~6! predicts that~at
constantne) the plasma resistance should vary linearly w
pressure and with gap. In agreement with this predicti
measured values of Re(Zgap) at high pressures in Fig. 10~a!
are indeed roughly proportional to pressure and gap. The
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2003
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dependence is better illustrated in Fig. 10~b!, which plots
measurements of Re(Zgap) directly versus gap.

The predicted linear dependences on pressure and ga
only valid if the electron densityne is independent of pres
sure and gap. Although the total power delivered to the d
charge is held constant for all gaps and pressures, at lo
pressures, a significant fraction of the power is absorbed
ions in the sheaths.15,21,22,24Thus, the power absorbed b
electrons, which sustains the plasma, decreases at lower
sures, and presumablyne decreases as well. A decrease inne

with decreasing pressure would partially counteract the
fect of ne in Eq. ~6! resulting in a weaker than linear pressu
dependence, as is indeed observed in the plots of Re(Zgap) at
low pressures in Fig. 10~a!.

Like Re(Zgap), the behavior of Im(Zgap) in Fig. 10~a! can
also be explained using models. Modeling the capacitive

FIG. 10. ~a! The real and imaginary parts of the gap impedance, Re(Zgap) and
Im(Zgap) vs pressure and~b! Re(Zgap) vs gap,L. The uncertainty in Re(Zgap)
and Im(Zgap) obtained by propagating the measurement uncertainty of
oscilloscope and its probes, is612%.
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pedance of plasma sheaths is, however, more complic
than modeling the plasma resistance. Many different she
models have been proposed, and further development
testing of these models remains an area of active resea
Here, we use a simple, analytic model derived
Lieberman.25 For high frequencies and high sheath voltag
and at pressures low enough that ion collisions in the sh
can be ignored, Lieberman calculates a sheath impeda
Zs , that can be expressed as

Zs520.76i ~e/mi !
1/4~«0 /Ji !

1/2Vs
3/4~v«0A!21, ~7!

wheremi is the ion mass,«0 is the permittivity of vacuum,Ji

is the ion current density,Vs is the fundamental componen
of the sheath voltage,v52p f , andf is the rf frequency.

According to Eq.~7!, the sheath capacitance has a stro
dependence on the sheath voltage, and it is this depend
that gives rise to the behavior of Im(Zgap) in Fig. 10~a!. At
low pressures, the fundamental voltage on the powered e
trode, Vpe, is large @280 to 340 V at 13 Pa~100 mTorr!#.
Because the plasma resistance at low pressures is s
nearly all of Vpe is dropped across the sheaths, rather th
across the plasma. Indeed, the combined voltage across
sheaths, given byVpesinfgap, is 270 to 340 V at 13 Pa~100
mTorr!, comparable toVpe. The dc bias on the powered ele
trode,V0 , is also large at low pressures@ranging from2140
to 2180 V at 13 Pa~100 mTorr!#, which is another sign tha
large sheath voltages are present, and which further indic
that the voltage is divided unequally, with a larger volta
drop occurring across the sheath at the powered electro

As the pressure increases, however, the total voltage,Vpe,
decreases and, because the plasma resistance increas
voltage drop across the plasma, given byVpecosfgap, in-
creases. Both of these effects reduce the voltage drop ac
the sheaths. According to Eq.~7!, the reduction in sheath
voltage accompanies a decrease in the magnitude of
sheath impedance, as is observed for Im(Zgap) in Fig. 10~a!.
The decrease in sheath impedance, in turn, forces a gr
fraction of the voltage to be dropped across the plas
which further decreases the sheath voltage and sheath im
ance. Thus, the nonlinearity present in Eq.~7! ~i.e., its volt-
age dependence! provides a sort of positive feedback, ma
ing the reduction in sheath voltage with pressure more ra
than it would be if the sheath impedance did not depend
sheath voltage. At 133 Pa~1000 mTorr!, the voltage drop
across the plasma is 110 to 200 V, comparable to the app
voltage,Vpe, but the rf voltage across the sheaths, given
Vpesinfgap, is only 20 to 60 V, and the dc bias is only25 to
220 V. These low sheath voltages at high pressures resu
a low sheath impedance, which is also rather independen
gap and pressure.

In addition to providing qualitative explanations for o
experimental results, from the simple analysis of plasma
sistance and sheath impedance presented here, we wer
able to make some useful predictions. For example, Eq.~6!
predicts that, if one raises the pressure~and, hencene) high
enough, high values of the plasma resistance,Rp , can be
obtained even for small values ofL. Eventually,Rp should
JVST A - Vacuum, Surfaces, and Films
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become comparable to the edge impedance, causing a sh
rf current, optical emission, and CF2 density to the powered
ground shield of the electrode. Measurements made ab
133 Pa~1.0 Torr! for the 0.5 cm gap confirm this prediction
We observed thatuI geu/uI peu peaked at a value of 0.9 at 187 P
~1.4 Torr! and declined to 0.7 at 267 Pa~2.0 Torr!. At the
same time as the decline inuI geu/uI peu, a decrease in optica
emission near the radial center of the plasma and an incr
near the powered electrode ground shields was observe
sually. Similarly, if one increases the power delivered to
discharge, thereby increasingne , the plasma resistance i
Eq. ~6! should be reduced, causing the same effect
uI geu/uI peu as that produced by a decrease inL. This prediction
was also confirmed. When we increased the delivered po
from 30 to 100 W, the peak inuI geu/uI peu shifted from 93~700
mTorr! to 160 Pa~1.2 Torr!. Decreasing the delivered powe
to 10 W shifted the peak inuI geu/uI peu down to 53 Pa~400
mTorr!. Finally, using a more electronegative gas mixtu
should decreasene , and thus act in the same manner as
decrease in discharge power. As predicted, in more electr
gative mixtures of C2F6 /O2 , we observed the peak in
uI geu/uI peu to occur at pressures of 13 to 27 Pa~100 to 200
mTorr!, which are below that of the CF4 /O2 mixtures stud-
ied here. Thus, qualitative predictions for the effect of ele
trode gap, power, and electronegativity are all obtained e
ily from Eq. ~6!. To obtain accurate quantitative prediction
for these effects would however require a great deal of ad
tional modeling, and perhaps additional measurements
well. Measurements of the electron density,ne , for each ex-
perimental condition would greatly assist in the selectio
development and validation of the models.

The results and analysis presented here have severa
plications for chamber-cleaning processes. Previous stud26

have shown that chamber cleaning of surfaces at the ra
center of a reactor often operate efficiently only over a n
row range of pressures. At low pressures, where the sh
impedance is dominant and sheath voltages are large, a
fraction of the delivered rf power is absorbed by ions in t
plasma sheaths.21 For chamber cleaning—and any other pr
cesses that are purely chemical—the power absorbed by
is wasted. Furthermore, the energetic ions produced at
pressures can damage reactor surfaces. On the other ha
the pressure is too high, the resistance of the plasma in
gap between the electrodes can exceed the impedanc
more remote current paths. In the GEC cell, as discus
herein, this causes the plasma to move out from the ra
center toward the powered electrode ground shield. In co
mercial reactors, the same effect causes the plasma to re
out of the electrode gap toward more remote surfaces. S
conditions lead to poor gas utilization efficiency.27 Processes
intended to clean the electrode surfaces may therefore be
from narrowing the electrode gap, since this reduces
plasma resistance, thus retarding the retreat of the plasm
remote surfaces, maintaining a high plasma density near
radial center of the reactor, and extending the opera
range to higher pressures. Narrowing the gap may also
beneficial if good radial uniformity of plasma chemical sp
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cies is desired at high pressures. At low pressures, where
sheath impedance is dominant, narrowing the gap does
much affect the radial uniformity, but one may control t
uniformity using an alternative technique2,20 in which exter-
nal inductive impedances cancel out sheath impedance
high pressures, where the plasma resistance dominates
uniformity becomes insensitive to external impedances,
it is sensitive to the electrode gap.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, PLIF has been utilized to measure the spa
distribution of CF2 as a function of electrode gap in 30 W
9% O2/91% CF4 chamber-cleaning plasmas. Together w
plasma current and voltage measurements, these data pr
valuable insight into these plasmas. At low pressures, in
pendent of the size of the gap, a broad maximum in C2

density is observed near the outer edge of the electrodes
the pressure is increased to intermediate values, the CF2 den-
sity and optical emission intensity become more radially u
form for all the gaps, and the CF2 density at the radial cente
of the reactor increases for all but the smallest gap. For
largest gap, as the pressure is further increased, these t
reverse, and the CF2 density and optical emission intensi
become less uniform radially, and they both show sh
strong maxima located between the outer edge of the p
ered electrode and its ground shield. Smaller gaps, howe
prevent the formation of the sharp maxima between the p
ered electrode and its ground shield, or postpone its for
tion to higher pressures. Thus smaller gaps result in
creased radial uniformity over a wider pressure ran
Decreasing the gap also extends the pressure range
which the CF2 density remains relatively constant with pre
sure.

The pressure dependence of the optical data are corre
with rf current measurements. At pressures where radi
uniform CF2 distributions and high values of CF2 at the ra-
dial center are observed, the rf current at the grounded e
trode is a large fraction of the rf current at the power
electrode. Such conditions, where a large fraction of the
current flows directly across the electrode gap, result in m
radially uniform heating of electrons and more radially u
form production of CF2 . On the other hand, at fixed pre
sure, the change in CF2 density for different electrode gaps
not well correlated to rf current measurements. When
electrode gap is decreased and the pressure held con
CF2 density at the radial center generally decreases, whe
the current at the grounded electrode increases. This de
in CF2 density with gap is probably due to increased surfa
losses of CF2 , which should increase with increasin
surface-to-volume ratio.

Simple analytic models for the plasma resistance and
sheath impedance are able to provide qualitative expla
tions of and predictions for the behavior observed in m
J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A, Vol. 21, No. 1, Jan ÕFeb 2003
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sured optical and electrical data. The bulk plasma resista
in particular its dependence on pressure and electrode
plays an important role in determining the path that rf curr
takes through the discharge and the resulting plasma sp
properties. Accurate quantitative predictions of plasma s
tial and electrical properties, however, would require mo
modeling work, perhaps including complete 2D plasm
simulations. The results presented here provide neces
data for input and validation of such simulations.
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